
 

Pour une île Propre et Belle 

 

 

 

Sorting at source and Clean Up sessions are our main Goodwill 

Re-use and Recycling  

Collaboration with professionals in the recycling industry  

 

Sorting of Recyclables, fine cleaning and uplifting of public and private spaces  

in the vicinity of your home, workplace or your selected area 
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Ltée is an Environmental enterprise since January 2014 and has set strategical collaboration 

with its partners, all together working towards a ZeroWaste Nation by: 

● Leveraging multi-stakeholder’s collaboration to innovate and redesign our Industrial Life Cycle 
● Popularising and enabling Sensitization, Collection of Recyclables, Recycling, Reuse, Repair within a 

Shared economy 
● Regenerating the Natural Bio Cycle and encouraging stronger bonds between human kind and other 

species 
Through the collection of polluting, Reusables and Recyclables, we aim to reduce significantly the amount 

amassed in nature and Mauritian Landfills. Belle Verte actively promotes a Green economy and the regeneration 

of the natural Bio Cycle, while creating Green Jobs and supporting eco-social micro-entrepreneurship.  
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Our Mission and available Services: 

Ø Collection of all kind of Recyclables at source (home, office, factories, restaurants & Hotels, etc.) 

Ø Green Marketing (Advertise ecologically through our Green Bikes and create Green Jobs – below picture) 

Ø Sensitize the inhabitants of surrounding areas regarding the dangers of littering in inappropriate 

spaces and the upmost importance in the sorting polluting Recyclables 

Ø To clean and make our input to the embellishment of natural spaces, such as green spaces, mountain 

paths, river banks and beaches, waterfalls, etc. 

Ø Ensure regular maintenance of the Green Spaces to keep the space beautiful with a healthy 

environment for a better health of all species within  

Ø Plant, where possible or wanted, endemic plants 

 

Green Marketing - Mobile Cleaning: 
Belle Verte Ltée puts forth and offers, a service covering extended areas, using non-invasive methods. 

Brands as well as Companies names to showcase their ecological and civic engagement. 
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To achieve these goals, Belle Verte:  

1. Collaborates with its strategical partners, organisations and/or individuals, who are commited to the 
cleaning and embellishment of specific areas, for economic and/or ecological reasons 

2. Works in collaboration with local associations to identify unemployed people and employ them as 
Environmental Ambassadors  

3. Trains and ensures professional and technical coaching of Green Ambassadors 
4. Ensures a thorough and detailed cleaning of spaces, by removing and sorting all waste and recyclables 
5. Encourages partners and sponsors in the launching of environmental initiatives and financing 

sustainable projects                                             
 
Clean-up sessions: 
Belle Verte ensures Clean-up sessions with private companies, public and private organisations willing to 
engage their employees in ecological activities. Same could be requested by any individual for any selected 
Green area. The clean-up includes: 
 

Ø Coordination, awareness & Guidance  
Ø Equipment to facilitate collection & rerouting of Recyclables 
Ø Activity report, photographs
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Þ All activities and services proposed by Belle Verte are oriented towards a global behaviour 
change, mostly through creativity and utility approach 

Þ Belle Verte believes that united actions, through a trusted and willing enterprise with a 
networking involving private partners, state actors and citizens, for a; 
Reduce - Reuse - Recycle attitude, may be achieved all over Mauritius Island 
 

 
Belle Verte thanks you for your future Green and Sustainable project and action 
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